SUBSTANTIA INNOMINATA
‐ SING THE SONG OF THE UNKNOWN ‐
ʺSubstantia Innominataʺ is the 10ʺ VINYL ‐ series by Drone Records, presenting works inspired by or related
to ʺthe Unknownʺ around or within us. OUT NOW (June 2009):

SUB-11 • OLHON - Lucifugus
This shows the collab-project of BAD SECTOR & WHERE (on their very first vinylrelease) recording pure sounds from an abandoned large metal water tank located
in a forest in Tuscany, Italy (originally used by miners from that region). Both tracks
are based entirely on these field recordings & have been later processed in a
stunning way. Listen to the aroma of earth & metal, the manifestation of this strong
psychogeography through your speakers.
Orange vinyl & stunning artwork by Berlin-based artworker Tilmann Benninghaus
who was also responsible for the highly praised CISFINITUM cover (SUB-04).
Edition of 500 copies. Lucifugus music for Lucifugus men!

SUB-10 • MICHAEL NORTHAM - Suhina
Brilliant new recordings by the prolific cosmopolitan (currently residing in Berlin)
MICHAEL NORTHAM. "Suhina" is a notion for the sound of the wind moving
through the trees. Instead of doing field recordings of wind MICHAEL NORTHAM
tried to capture this feeling & the essence of this process through instrumental
recordings from Indonesian flute & keyboard. Nature phenomena seen as the true
manifestation of the Unknown. Stunning full colour artwork by Indian artist ROHINI
DEVASHER. White vinyl, edition of 500 copies, incl. inlay with text by M.
NORTHAM.

LATEST RELEASES & BACK-CATALOGUE:

SUB-09 • VOICE OF EYE - Substantia Innominata
This release marks the comeback of the legendary duo from New Mexico, USA, consisting of
BONNIE McNAIRN and JIM WILSON! This 10" has 3 tracks with NEW material (entitled
"VIRYA", "DHYANA" and "PURUSA") inspired by the wisdom of Buddhist / Advaitic
meditation & philosophy, where the contemplation within music & sounds appears as a tool
to reach a higher consciousness & awareness of reality. This highly sublime & emotional
"other-dimensional" ambience is based on lots of ethereal vocal material, flute-sounds and
their typical self-built string-instruments, full of yearning and beauty - almost 39 minutes of
material coming on clear vinyl with golden striae, with superb artwork by THOMAS
DOHMEN. This is the celebration of the "Unknown", seen as a state of mind where the Ego
dissolves into a timeless universal consciousness. Edition of 500 copies.
SUB-08: HUM - The Spectral Ship universal drone-ambience, sound that exists with no impact of two subjects in contact.
SUB-07: OÖPHOI - Potala a movement into the center of holy places, first ever vinyl by the Italian deep ambient master.
SUB-06: RLW - Contours Imaginaires few seconds of piano sounds, the rest is imagination. A masterpiece by the ex P16D4
SUB-05: BIG CITY ORCHESTRA - Drone Gnomes Acoustic trance by San Francisco's great masters of obscure atmospheric noises
SUB-04: CISFINITUM - Devotio
tremendous bell-sounds dissolving into pure vibrations by the russian cult project
SUB-03: NOISE-MAKER'S FIFES - Zona Incerta last release by the Belgian performance group using many fiel-recordings
SUB-02: ASIA NOVA - Magnamnemonicon the mind as an abyss of supressed memories; music of loss & yearning for the
unreachable, from the band around URE THRALL

All 10" vinyls come with full colour cover & are pressed on colour vinyl usually
SINGLE PRICE: € 12.00 // SUBSCRIPTION POSSIBLE // ask for WHOLESALE PRICES
www.substantia-innominata.de // full mailorder-catalogue at: www.dronerecords.de

